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Abstract: The most symmetric molecule, Buckminster fullerene C60, due to its unique properties,
has been intensively studied for various medical and technological advances. Minimally invasive
and minimally toxic treatments hold great promise for future applications. With this in mind, this
research exploited the physical properties of fullerene molecules for potential therapeutic effects.
Pristine fullerenes have peak absorbance in the 380–500 nm range, making them an attractive violet-
blue light filter. Since spectral quality of light can affect behavior, this research used resting state
functional magnetic resonance imaging (rs fMRI) and behavioral testing to directly evaluate the
effects of fullerene-filtered light on brain processing and behavior in mice. The same method was
used to study if hydroxyl fullerene water complexes (3HFWC), with or without fullerene-filtered light,
modulated brain processing. A month-long, daily exposure to fullerene-filtered light led to decreased
activation of the brain area involved in emotional processing (amygdala). Water supplemented
with 3HFWC resulted in an activation of brain areas involved in pain modulation and processing
(periaqueductal gray), and decreased latency to first reaction when tested with a hot plate. The
combination of fullerene-filtered light with 3HFWC in drinking water led to restored sensitivity to a
hot plate and activation of brain areas involved in cognitive functions (prelimbic, anterior cingulate
and retrosplenial cortex). These results uncovered the potential of fullerene-filtered light to impact
emotional processing and modulate pain perception, indicating its further use in stress and pain
management.

Keywords: fullerene; fullerenol; fullerenol water complex; emotional processing; anxiety; light
spectrum; pain; resting state fMRI; MRI; behavior

1. Introduction

Since the discovery of the icosahedral form of carbon [1], fullerenes have attracted
considerable interest in many fields of research, including biomedical applications. Their
unique carbon cage structure, potential to readily react with free oxygen radicals and
peak absorption in the UV-blue range makes them suitable for various purposes including
drug delivery, antioxidants, anti-aging, anti-inflammatory as well as defense against UV-
radiation [2–7]. Novel uses are constantly emerging thanks to innovative ways to exploit
their physical and chemical properties, yielding a variety of therapeutic agents. The
widespread biomedical application of fullerenes began with the advent of a hydroxylated
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form of fullerene [8] and water-soluble fullerenes [9]. The addition of more hydroxyl groups
and water molecules made polyhydroxylated fullerene [8] highly water soluble [10].

In recent years, accumulating evidence suggests the spectral quality of light plays
a role in behavioral processing that does not involve image formation, such as alertness,
mood regulation and cognitive functions [11,12]. This mechanism is attributed to the
melanopsin-expressing intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells (ipRGC) [13–15],
via their widespread projections to the brain [16,17]. These cells represent the third class
of retinal ganglion cells, believed to be the principal conduits for rod/cone input to the
non-image forming (NIF) vision [18]. Mice devoid of rod and cones photoreceptors are still
capable of circadian entrainment, presumably via changes in spectral irradiance detected
by ipRGCs [19–22]. Moreover, it was demonstrated that changes in spectral composition
(colors) throughout the day are more important for synchronizing biological clocks than
the intensity of irradiance alone [23]. It appears that ipRGCs, innervated by rods and cones,
contribute to the entrainment of the circadian system by combining both environmental
irradiance and spectral information. In addition, more evidence now suggests the spectral
composition of light to influence many other processes such as melatonin secretion, corti-
costeroid levels, alertness, fertility, mood changes, sleep and to play a role in psychiatric
disorders [11,24–26]. In particular, many mental illnesses are thought to be associated with
circadian rhythm disruption including attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD),
bipolar disorder, depression, schizophrenia and addiction [27–31]. It is still unclear whether
these disturbances are caused by an inability to properly regulate circadian rhythm, or
whether changes in light spectral composition via artificial lighting (presumably dominated
by blue light) can have long-term behavioral alterations. Other indications suggest that
spectrum devoid of blue light can lead to depression [32]. This is not surprising, since peak
absorption of melanopsin is ~479 nm, making ipRGC exclusively sensitive to blue light [33].
Therefore, it is conceivable that light composition with dominating blue wavelengths (LED
light), or completely devoid of blue light can lead to various disturbances. Nano size
fullerene particles have peak absorption between 380 and 500 nm [34], acting as an optical
filter in violet, blue and green regions, with the ability to moderate the intensity of these
colors. However, in order to more effectively utilize fullerene-filtered light for therapeutic
purposes, it is first necessary to determine the effects of various spectral compositions on
brain processing and behavior. Using resting state functional MRI (fMRI) and behavioral
testing, changes in brain activity and behavior in response to fullerene-filtered light were
directly determined. fMRI is a widely accepted non-invasive method to investigate brain
function in response to stimulus. It has been established, that following brain activation,
oxygenated blood is quickly delivered to activated regions to replenish the increased de-
mand for oxygen [35,36]. Therefore, activated brain areas can be detected indirectly by
measuring the increase in MRI signal (directly correlated with the increase in oxygenated
blood [35,36]). When the brain is at rest, different brain regions receive different oxygen
supplies, however, it appears that the level of oxygen supply is synchronized throughout
the brain, and this synchrony can be measured as an amplitude of low frequency fluc-
tuation of the signal (ALFF) [37]. Different stressors coming from the environment, diet,
pharmacological agents or mental illnesses can all lead to disruption of the synchrony and
manifest as changes in ALFF signal. Therefore, by comparing ALFF signal between control
and treatment groups, it is possible to evaluate differences in patterns of brain activation.
In contrast to functional MRI, where a task is performed during an MRI scan, resting state
fMRI measures changes in brain activity at rest, and does not require any specific stimulus.

Fullerenes and their derivatives are expected to have diverse applications in the future,
especially in medicine and neuroscience. Before more advanced therapies are designed, it
is desirable to determine if and how they can affect normal brain function and behavior.
Motivated to use minimally reactive fullerenes, in the form of hydroxylated fullerene water
complex (3HFWC), the same methodology was used to determine brain activation and
behavioral changes as a ground for future applications.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

An OSRAM (Osram GmbH, Germany) halogen light, with specific power density
40 mW/cm2 (from a distance of 10 cm), light energy density 2.4 J/cm2 per min, integrated
inside a Bioptron-compact device (BIOPTRON AG, Switzerland), was used as a source of
halogen light. This device produces polychromatic, non-coherent linearly polarized light
(via a Stoletov glass pile placed at a Brewster angle) with wavelengths 320–3400 nm. The
fullerene filter, 2 mm thick, was made from polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) glass with
the addition of 0.3% fullerene (PMMA-C60) [38–41]. The power density of light passed
through the fullerene filter measured from a 5 cm distance was 55–65 mW/cm2. This
fullerene filter is also commercially available (BIOPTRON AG, Switzerland). Characteri-
zation of the spectral characteristics of halogen and fullerene-filtered halogen light were
performed using a high resolution spectrometer (QE Pro, Ocean Insight, Orlando, FL, USA),
Figure 1A,B. During the light treatment, room lights were turned off, and the only light
exposure was from the halogen light, or fullerene-filtered light, Figure 1C.
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Figure 1. Measurement of: (A) halogen light (BIOPTRON device) optical spectrum, and (B) fullerene-
filtered halogen light spectrum (adjusted for distance to lead similar intensity counts, so that light
composition can be easily compared). (C) Experimental setup of light exposure. All mice were treated
simultaneously in a dark room. (D) Illustration of aqueous fullerene water complex (3HFWC) used
in the study, with a fullerene molecule in the middle, attached hydroxyl groups (OH), surrounded by
water molecules interacting with weak hydrogen bonds.

The fullerenol [C60(OH)24–45] was purchased from Solaris Chem Inc, Vaudreuil-Dorion,
Quebec, Canada. Hydroxyl modified fullerene water complex (3HFWC) was made by
mixing fullerenol [C60(OH)24–45] with ultrapure water (0.05 µS/cm). The water layers
were generated and stabilized by an oscillatory magnetic field [C60(OH)24–45.H2O)144–2528],
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leading to stable hydroxylated fullerene water complexes 7–12 nm in diameter [42,43],
Figure 1D. Before mixing with water, fullerenol was pre-treated in an ultrasonic apparatus
(Stone Age Industries, Powell, WY, USA) to prevent agglomeration and aggregation.

2.2. Animals

Male mice (Mus musculus, C57Bl/6JRj, 8 weeks old) were purchased from a com-
mercial breeder (Janvier Labs, Le Genest-Saint-Isle, France). All animal procedures were
performed in accordance with institutional guidelines, 2010/63/EU directive of the Euro-
pean Parliament, and were approved by an Austrian authority (BMWFW), license number
BMWF66.015/0010-V/3b/2018. All mice were housed under a 14:10 light:dark cycle. Treat-
ment sessions began when mice were 11.5 weeks old. After 4 weeks of treatment, a resting
state fMRI was performed, and daily treatments continued until behavioral tests were com-
pleted and for two weeks afterwards (additional 8 weeks). The light exposure treatment
with halogen light or fullerene-filtered halogen light consisted of two sessions (morning
and afternoon), each two hours long, for a total of four hours of daily light treatment. The
3HFWC was used orally alone or in combination with fullerene-filtered light. Mice were
randomly divided into 4 groups, with n = 5 mice in each group. A control group (the first
group) was exposed to halogen light and was given regular drinking water. The second
group of mice was exposed to fullerene-filtered light and given regular drinking water.
The third group was exposed to halogen light and given 3HFWC (0.15 g/L) supplemented
drinking water. The fourth group of mice received dual treatment, exposed to fullerene-
filtered light and given 3HFWC (0.15 g/L) in drinking water. During the light treatment
with halogen or fullerene-filtered light, mice were placed in a box (15 × 15 cm) with a thin
layer of bedding material, in groups of 5 (the original grouping as in their home cages) and
were allowed to freely move and interact, Figure 1C. All mice had access to food and water
(regular or 3HFWC supplemented) ad libitum, except during the light exposure treatment,
which was performed without access to food or water. Starting at 10.5 weeks of age, mice
were weighed (S94792A, Fischer scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) weekly for 7 weeks. Blood
pressure was monitored weekly (Coda system, Kent Scientific, Torrington, CT, USA), along
with ECG (SA Instruments Inc, Stoony Brook, NY, USA).

2.3. Behavioral Testing

Prior to behavioral testing, mice were transferred to the behavioral facility and allowed
one week for habituation to the new environment. All data from behavioral studies were
analyzed by a person blind to the experimental groups.

2.3.1. Elevated Plus Maze

Mice were placed in the center zone (6.5 × 6.5 cm2), facing the open arm of a custom-
built elevated plus maze (elevated 54 cm above the floor) with 2 open arms (OA, 30 cm
length, 7 cm width) and 2 wall-enclosed arms (closed arms, CA, 30 cm length, 6 cm width,
walls 14.5 cm high) and allowed to freely explore for 5 min. The sessions were videotaped,
recorded and analyzed using Topscan software (Cleversys, Inc., Reston, VA, USA). The
latency to enter open arms, time spent in open arms, and distance travelled in open arms
were evaluated.

2.3.2. Forced Swimming Test (Porsolt Test)

Mice were placed individually into a 2 L glass beaker filled with water at room
temperature (24 ± 1 ◦C), and videotaped. The amount of time mice spent floating as
opposed to swimming and struggling, and the onset of floating or immobile posture were
measured during a 6 min session. Adopting an immobile posture during the test was
interpreted as giving up. During the 6 min period, mice were constantly watched to prevent
drowning. Following the test, mice were placed under an infrared lamp until they were
dry.
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2.3.3. Tail Suspension Test

Mice were taped to a rod by their tails and left dangling heads down for 6 min [44].
The latency until the mouse ceased all efforts to adopt an upright position was measured.

2.3.4. Hot Plate Test

Thermal sensitivity was tested using a hot plate analgesia meter (IITC Life Science
Inc., Woodland Hills, CA, USA). Mice were put on the hot plate at 52 ◦C. The experiment
was stopped as soon as the mice performed their first jump. Mice were videotaped and the
latency and the temperature of their first reaction (hind paw shaking or licking) or jump
were recorded.

2.3.5. Dynamic Plantar (von Frey) Test

Touch sensitivity was tested with a dynamic plantar aesthesiometer (Ugo Basile S.R.L.,
Gemonio, Italy) and an automatic von Frey test [45,46]. Mice were habituated to the testing
chambers (metal grid) for approximately 2 h prior to testing. Each hind paw was tested
for touch sensitivity by poking the plantar surface with a von Frey filament of a given
diameter with a force that increased from 0 to 10 g within 20 s. There were at least 20 s
between each trial on the same mouse. The maximum force of 10 g was never exceeded.
The average of 3 trials was calculated for each hind paw. The force and latency at which
the mouse lifted the hind paw were recorded.

2.3.6. Nest Building Test

For the nest building test, mice were single-housed for one night in a clean cage
containing a standardized cotton nestlet that could be used for nest building. The next
morning the quality of the nest (using a 5-point nest-rating scale) and the amount of used
nestlet material was evaluated as previously described [47]. In brief, a score (between 1
and 5) was given, 1 = nestlet not noticeably touched (more than 90% intact), 2 = nestlet
partially torn (50–90% remaining intact), 3 = nestlet mostly shredded, but not identifiable
nest, 4 = an identifiable nest (more than 90% of the nestlet is torn, but the nest is flat with
short or no walls), 5 = a nearly perfect nest in the shape of a cocoon with walls and partial
or complete roof. The unused nestlet material was weighed, and the weight subtracted
from the original weight in order to calculate used nestlet material.

2.4. Statistics

Data sets from behavioral studies were first checked for normal distribution, and then
analyzed by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by Fisher’s LSD post-hoc
test. Origin (Origin 2019b Pro version, OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, MA, USA)
was used for statistical analysis. All p-values less than 0.05 were considered statistically
significant.

2.5. Resting State Functional MRI (rs-fMRI)

Functional imaging was performed using 15.2 T small animal MRI (Bruker BioSpec,
Ettlingen, Germany) and with 23 mm birdcage coil. Prior to imaging, all mice were
anesthetized with 4% isoflurane for initial sedation induction and immediately reduced
to 2%. During imaging, adjustments to the isoflurane concentrations were made, so that
respiration did not fall below 140 breaths per minute (bpm) at any time. For the resting state
fMRI study, a single shot echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence with spin echo readout was
used (TR = 2000 ms, TE = 19.7 ms, FOV = 16 × 16 mm2, number of excitations (NEX) = 1,
voxel size = 250 × 250 µm2, 30 slices, slice thickness 0.5 mm, 360 repetitions, 12 min total
imaging time). After functional scans, high-resolution T1-weighted images were acquired
using a gradient echo sequence (TR = 500 ms, TE = 3 ms, FOV = 16 × 16 mm2, NEX = 4,
voxel size = 125 × 125 µm2, 30 slices 0.5 mm thick) for the anatomical co-registration.
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2.5.1. Data Processing for Resting State fMRI

Resting state fMRI data were processed using the Data Processing Assistant for
Resting-state fMRI Advanced Edition (DPARSF-A) toolbox, which is part of the Data Pro-
cessing and Analysis of Brain Imaging (DPABI) toolbox version 2.1 (http://rfmri.org/dpabi
accessed on 12 October 2021) [48]. Prior to the analysis, the initial 10 scans were discarded
(to assure magnetization has reached steady state). Standard pre-processing procedures
including corrections for slice-timing, realignment, co-registration, normalization, and
segmentation were conducted using DPABI toolbox. To reduce the interference of physio-
logical noise, mean time-series from white matter (WM) and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) were
used as nuisance regressors in the general linear model [49]. Friston 24-parameter model
was used to regress out nuisance covariates related to motion [50]. A spatial smoothing
was performed using 2.4 pixel full-width half-maximum Gaussian kernel. A band pass
filter (0.01–0.1 Hz) was applied following nuisance regression and smoothing. Anatomical
scans and functional images were co-registered to the in-house generated mouse atlas with
80 distinct brain regions. The amplitude of low frequency fluctuation (ALFF) was used
to determine regions of activation [51]. For each mouse ALFF map was calculated and
z-transformed (z-score ALFF map) for statistical analysis.

2.5.2. Group Level Analysis for rs-fMRI

The between comparison between experimental and control group was conducted on
z-scored ALFF maps, using pairwise t-test followed by Gaussian Random Field (GRF) the-
ory for multiple comparison correction (voxel-level p-value = 0.05, cluster-level p-value = 0.05).
Data were analyzed with and without linear regression of global signal [52–54]. Resting
state fMRI results with global signal regression (GSR) were presented.

2.6. Histology

At the end of treatments, which lasted 12 weeks in total, mice were sacrificed by
cervical dislocation. The heart, lung, liver spleen, kidney, brain, bone and skeletal muscle
tissue were dissected from each animal and immediately fixed in 10% Normal Buffer
Formalin (Leica, cat. 3800600) for 16 h. Samples from 3 animals of each group were chosen
for further processing (paraffin embedding) and evaluation. From each paraffin block, 2 µm
thick sections were cut and the tissue was stained using H&E and slide stainer Microm
HMS 740 (Thermo Scientific), except for the brain. For brain slides, Luxol Fast Blue (using
0.1% Solvent Blue, Sigma cat. 229121) and Cresyl Violet (Sigma cat. C5042) stainings were
performed. Stained slides were examined under a Zeiss Axioskop 2 MOT microscope
(Carl Zeiss Microscopy Deutchland GmbH, Oberkochen, Germany) and scanned with a
Pannoramic 250 Flash II Scanner (3D Histech, Budapest, Hungary).

3. Results

Use of a fullerene optical filter in front of a halogen light, led to reduction of light
intensity in the violet, blue and green regions, as expected, (Figure 1A,B), producing the
characteristic “fullerene-filtered light spectrum”. Accumulating evidence implicates a
connection between mood disorders, depression and sleep disturbances with light spectral
composition [32]. Since increased light intensity in the blue region, as well as absence of
blue light from the spectrum, can modulate emotional processing and lead to depression, it
was hypothesized that a reduction of blue light using a fullerene filter will have positive
effects on behavior. In contrast, very little is known about whether polyhydroxylated
fullerene water complexes can influence brain activation and behavior. It was hypothesized
they can interact via hydrogen bond exchange, but the exact mechanisms have yet to be
determined.

3.1. Resting State fMRI

Resting state fMRI is a powerful tool to investigate changes in regional brain activity in
response to long-term stimuli as opposed to paradigm induced functional MRI responses.

http://rfmri.org/dpabi
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Changes in spectral composition by fullerene filtering, for 4 h daily, led to significantly
decreased activation in the limbic brain area involved in emotional processing (amygdala)
and the area involved in pain processing (periaqueductal gray), and increased activation
of the thalamus, midbrain reticular nucleus and hindbrain region involved in wellbeing
and subconscious functions (respiration, sleep, transition of wakefulness to sleep [55]),
Figure 2A. There were no significant changes in cortical regions, suggesting only a sublimi-
nal, yet potentially important influence on behavior and sleep regulation. Daily treatment
with 3HFWC led to significant activation of the periaqueductal gray, midbrain reticular
nucleus and the superior colliculi, while significantly decreased activation was found in tha-
lamus, hippocampus, hindbrain, amygdala and motor/somatosensory cortex, Figure 2B.
Significantly increased activation of the periaqueductal gray, along with decreased activa-
tion of somatosensory cortex, suggested altered sensory and pain processing. The group
that received dual treatment had significantly increased activation in the somatomotor,
somatosensory, prelimbic, cingulate and retrosoplenial cortex, periaqueductal gray and
midbrain reticular nucleus, while decreased activation only in hindbrain and cerebellum,
Figure 2C. Most of the activated brain regions were involved in higher cognitive functions,
such as memory, spatial orientation, decision making, planning and emotions. However,
behavioral testing did not extend to memory and spatial orientation. Peculiarly, mice
treated with 3HFWC (with or without fullerene-filtered light) had almost perfect scores in
nest building.

3.2. Body Weight and ECG and Blood Pressure

The body weight of individual animals was monitored weekly, for 7 weeks, with no
statistically significant difference found between groups. Fullerene-filtered light treatment
led to slightly increased body weight vs. controls, while 3HFWC led to slightly decreased
body weight vs. control. The body weight of the dual treatment group was similar to
controls, Figure 3A. There were no significant differences in blood pressure or any ECG
abnormalities among different groups (data not shown).

3.3. Behavioral Testing
3.3.1. Elevated Plus Maze

The total distance travelled within the maze was not statistically different among any
of the groups, Figure 3B. There were also no significant differences between times spent
in different sections of the maze (open arms, closed arms, center) among different groups.
The latency to enter open arms (OA) was significantly longer for the group that received
dual treatment vs. the control or the group exposed to fullerene-filtered light (one-way
ANOVA, with Fishers LSD post-hoc test, p < 0.05). This could indicate increased anxiety
among mice on dual treatment.

3.3.2. Forced Swim Test and Tail Suspension Test

These two tests are used as a measure of depression-like phenotype. Reduction in
latency to float and reduction in latency to stop struggling are correlated with depression.
There were no statistically significant differences between groups in either latency to
float, floating time or latency to stop struggling, Figure 3D–F. The group exposed to
fullerene-filtered light trended toward slightly longer latency to start floating and increased
struggling time, Figure 3D,F.

3.3.3. Dynamic Plantar Test

Mechanical pain sensitivity was tested using an automated von Frey test. No statis-
tically significant differences in mechanical pain sensitivity were found among different
groups.
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3.3.4. Hot Plate Test

Treatment with 3HFWC alone, led to significantly decreased response latency in the
hot plate test (increased sensitivity to thermal nociceptive stimulus) when compared with
the control, fullerene-filtered light or combined treatment groups (one-way ANOVA, with
Fishers LSD post-hoc test, p < 0.05).
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activation vs. control) or blue (decreased activation vs. control). The between-group comparison was conducted on z-scored
ALFF maps, using a pairwise t-test followed by Gaussian Random Field (GRF) theory multiple comparison correction
(voxel-level p-value = 0.05, cluster-level p-value = 0.05). The amygdala is outlined with yellow circle, and the periaqueductal
gray with green circle.

3.3.5. Nest Building Test

Nest building is a naturally occurring behavior in mice, and participation in this
activity is a simple indicator of wellbeing. It can also be used as a sensitive measure of
acute illness, depression-like phenotype, or chronic mental health problems, all of which
correlate with low nest scores [47,56]. Treatment with 3HFWC alone or together with
fullerene-filtered light lead to significantly higher nest scores compared with the control
group and the group treated with fullerene-filtered light alone (one-way ANOVA, with
Fishers LSD post-hoc test, p < 0.05).
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Figure 3. Results of behavioral testing, n = 5 mice per group. (A) The body weight measurements during 7 weeks of
treatments, no significant difference was found. (B) Elevated plus maze, total distance traveled within the maze, no
significant difference found. (C) Elevated plus maze, latency to enter open arms. Mice receiving dual treatment had
significantly increased latency to enter open arms (vs. control and vs. fullerene-filtered light (FFL)). (D) Forced swimming
test, latency to start floating, no significant difference was found. (E) Forced swimming test, time spent floating, no
significant difference was found. (F) Tail suspension test, latency to stop struggling, no significant difference was found.
(G) Mechanical pain sensitivity test (Von Frey test), latency to first reaction, no significant difference was found. (H) Hot
plate test, latency to first reaction. Mice treated with 3HFWC had significantly decreased latency to first reaction vs. all other
groups. (I) Nest building score, mice treated with 3HFWC and 3HFWC in combination with FFL had significantly higher
nest building score compared with control and FFL group. FFL = fullerene-filtered light. (One-way ANOVA, * p < 0.05.)

3.4. Histopathology

Even though application of fullerene as an optical filter was not expected to lead to
any significant toxicity, tissues from all treatment groups were subjected to histopathology.
The 3HFWC, in the concentration range applied, was also not expected to be cytotoxic
or neurotoxic. At the optical microscope level, no prominent degenerative, inflammatory
or necrotizing lesions were evident for all sets of tissues (heart, lung, liver (Figure 4A),
spleen, kidney (Figure 4B), bone, skeletal muscle and brain) examined regardless of the
treatment group. From a neurotoxicity perspective, there were no major degenerative or
inflammatory lesions in the evaluated brain regions of the examined slides, Figure 4C.
There were no prominent regions of neuropil necrosis. No foci of apoptotic neurons and
apoptotic glial cells (potentially consequent to tissue injury mediated by reactive oxygen
species), regardless of treatments.
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Cresyl violet and luxol fast blue staining (40× magnification), from dentate gyrus of hippocampus (the most sensitive
neurons to neurotoxins). No foci of apoptotic neurons or glial cells were found.

4. Discussion

Motivated and inspired by the minimally toxic and minimally invasive application
of fullerene molecules, the results of the initial investigation of fullerene-filtered light and
fullerene derivative 3HFWC complexes (non-toxic, concentration 0.15 g/L) on patterns
of brain activation and the subsequent consequences on behavior are presented. Light
therapies, in general, hold promise for therapeutic platforms, void of pharmacological
interventions, and could significantly reduce treatment cost. It is, however, necessary to
carefully evaluate potential spectral therapies for their effectiveness, which is not easy
since it appears they can act at a subliminal level, and therefore influence unconscious
behavior. Brain imaging studies offer a powerful approach to directly measure potential
benefits and efficacy, by detecting associated changes in brain activity. Furthermore, it was
demonstrated here that 3HFWC alone or in combination with fullerene-filtered light, can
also significantly affect brain activation and behavior, and this should be kept in mind for
the pharmaceutical agent development.

Because evidence from previous studies provided strong connections between the
spectral quality of light and emotional responses, these behavioral studies were designed
to test for anxiety and depression phenotypes. None of the treatment groups exhibited
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a particular depression phenotype, while the group that received dual treatment had
significantly increased latency to enter the open arms of the elevated water maze, which
could be interpreted as increased anxiety. However, this group together with the group
that received 3HFWC alone, had significantly higher scores in nest building, supporting
wellbeing as well. The amygdala has been implicated in animal and human studies to
play a critical role during stress responses, including memory formation and the initiation
of adaptive coping responses [57,58]. Previous studies have demonstrated increased
activation of the amygdala in response to anxiety, post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD),
social phobia, depression, impulsive aggression [59–62], chronic and visceral pain [63–65].
In particular, the emotional component related to anxiety and stress during a painful
stimulus is thought to play a major role in the development of persistent pain and is the
underlying etiology of disorders related to the gut-brain axis [66,67]. Prolonged exposure to
stressors is expected to lead to activation of the amygdala as a coping response. A decreased
activation of the amygdala was observed, in response to fullerene-filtered light and 3HFWC,
supporting anti-depression and anti-anxiety phenotypes, as well as an application in
adjunct pain therapy.

Increased sensitivity to an immediate thermal nociceptive stimulus (hot plate) was
found with 3HFWC treatment. Resting state fMRI revealed increased activation of the
periaqueductal gray, a major brain area involved in pain processing and modulation,
and decreased activation of the somatosensory cortex, making interpretation of increased
sensitivity counterintuitive. However, similarly found, was an increased activation of
periaqueductal gray and decreased somatosensory activation in knockout mice with en-
hanced immediate nociceptive reaction, but long-term pain suppression (unpublished
data). We speculate increased activation of periaqueductal gray to result in increased
opioid release, and long-term pain suppression. Intriguingly, if increased sensitivity to
nociceptive stimulus of the 3HFWC is compared with the dual treatment group, it can be
argued that fullerene-filtered light in combined treatment restored sensitivity to control
level, indicating an application for acute pain therapy. This is further supported by the
evidence of increased activation of the prefrontal cortex and periaqueductal gray, two major
areas involved in pain processing and pain modulation [68]. Increased activation of the
periaqueductal gray area found with the addition of fullerene-filtered light, might be the
reason for acute analgesia. Indeed, if pain is viewed as a complex blend of sensory, emo-
tional and cognitive components [69], it can be concluded that the best analgesic treatment
would be the combination of actions that will limit anxiety, stress and depression along
with reduction of pain perception, such as the fullerene-filtered light and dual treatment
presented here.

5. Conclusions

Daily exposure to fullerene-filtered light, led to decreased activation of the amygdala,
suggesting it could be beneficial for a number of disorders associated with its increased
activation (stress, anxiety, depression, PTSD, impulsive aggression, etc.). A combination of
fullerene-filtered light with drinking water supplemented with 3HFWC, restored latency
to first response to hot plate and activation of the prefrontal cortex as well as brain areas
involved in cognitive functions and pain modulation. In conclusion, the present data
indicate fullerene-filtered light is able to influence emotional response, and modulate pain
perception, proposing its further use in stress and pain management.
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